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1. INTRODUCTION:   
 

Our DoD Discovery Award study has utilized large-scale internet-based cognitive performance data of adult 
men and women to examine how sleep and chronotype affect cognitive performance, and to uncover non-sleep 
factors contributing to cognitive risk and resilience in the setting of deviations from habitual sleep duration as 
well as misalignment of task timing with participants’ endogenous circadian rhythmicity. The primary aims of 
this proposal are to examine the relationship of habitual sleep duration (HSD), deviations from habitual sleep 
duration, self-reported chronotype, and the degree to which task performance is aligned with chronotype (task-
timing alignment to chronotype, (TTAC), also known as a chronotype “synchrony effect”) with cognitive 
performance and improvement in performance (i.e.: learning) of cognitive tasks in adult male and female users 
of an internet-based cognitive training program. The design involves both cross-sectional and longitudinal 
assessment of cognitive performance on internet cognitive training tasks in adult men and women to examine the 
contributions of sleep, chronotype, demographic, lifestyle, and mood variables to cognitive performance and 
improvement in cognitive performance (i.e. learning) in adult male and female users of an internet cognitive 
training program 
   

2. KEYWORDS: 
 
Sleep Duration 
Chronotype 
Cognitive Performance 
Learning 
 
 

3. ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 
  
Major Goals of Project: The primary scientific aims of our study are as follows: 
 
Primary Aim 1: To assess the effects of habitual sleep duration (HSD), as defined by average sleep duration over 
a period of 4 months, and naturalistic deviation from habitual sleep duration, as determined by sleep duration 
immediately prior to task performance, on performance score and/or improvement in performance (i.e. learning) 
in tasks of working memory, task-shifting, response inhibition and verbal memory in adult male and female users 
of an internet cognitive training program.  
Primary Aim 2: To assess the effects of chronotype, based on self-reported evening and morning preference, as 
well as degree of task-timing alignment to chronotype (TTAC score), as determined by chronotype and time-of-
day of task performance, on performance score and/or improvement in performance (i.e. learning) in tasks of 
working memory, task shifting, response inhibition and verbal memory in adult male and female users of an 
internet cognitive training program.  
Primary Aim 3: To assess the interaction of habitual sleep duration and degree of task-timing alignment to 
chronotype (TTAC score) on performance in tasks of working memory, task shifting, response inhibition and 
verbal memory in adult male and female users of an internet cognitive training program.  
Primary Aim 4: To determine whether age moderates the effects of habitual sleep duration (HSD), deviations 
from habitual sleep duration, and degree of task-timing alignment with chronotype (TTAC score) on task 
performance and improvement in task performance (i.e. learning). 
 
We described our major tasks and target dates of achievement of these tasks as follows: 
Major Task 1 (Months 1-3): Study Start-Up and Approvals: Completed 
We obtained required approvals for the study and established a strong working relationship with collaborators at 
Lumos Labs, who are committed to continue working with us in future projects. 
Major Task 2 (Months 1-6): Obtain Data and Prepare Data for Analysis: Completed 
We have successfully obtained data for analysis.  We worked with our industry colleagues to identify the most 
suitable cognitive tasks for use in our analyses. Due to insufficient sample size available for some cognitive tasks 
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(“brain games”), we focused our repeated-measures analyses on a cognitive task of executive function and 
response inhibition.  We did not obtain an adequate sample size of quality data to perform rigorous analyses on a 
task of verbal memory or to rigorously analyze the contributions of mood and lifestyle variables such as exercise 
and caffeine use to the outcomes of interest.   
Major Task 3: Data Analysis (Months 7-13): Completed 
We successfully accomplished the major objectives of our study, and determined that some findings were 
consistent with our hypotheses while others were not (See details below, under “What was accomplished under 
these goals?”).   
Major Task 4 (Months 14-18): Dissemination of Findings and Preparation of Follow-Up Grants: In 
Progress 
We have already published findings from this project in 2 high-profile peer-reviewed sleep journals.  These results 
are compelling and success in publication demonstrates that findings are of relevance and interest to the sleep and 
broader scientific research community.  We have submitted two LOI’s to follow up on these findings and will 
continue to pursue opportunities to leverage this academic-industry partnership to advance understanding of sleep 
and circadian effects on cognitive performance. 
 
We are currently working with our industry partner to 1. Revise their chronotype measure to provide a more 
evidence-based measure of subjective chronotype.  Our negative findings with respect to chronotype, and task-
timing alignment with chronotype (the “synchrony effect”) may be due to a suboptimal measure of chronotype.  
2. Incorporate health and mental health variables in our analyses, to understand how health variables contribute 
to the relationships of interest.  We are particularly interested in the effects of posttraumatic stress and other 
conditions of high prevalence amongst DoD beneficiaries on sleep-cognition relationships. 3. As our industry 
partner continues to collect more data, lifestyle variables may become more adequate for large-scale analyses. 
 
What was accomplished under these goals? 
 
1) Major Activities: Obtained all approvals for performance of research; data analysis for Primary Aims 1-4 

(cognitive performance and learning); publication of results using cross-sectionally and prospectively 
collected data for cognitive performance data. 

2) Specific Objectives: Our specific objectives were consistent with our major activities.  Our industry partner’s 
data science team has been highly collaborative with respect to this project.  The team has provided data to 
the investigators free of charge and without any expectations or pressures with respect to interpretation of data 
or authorship rights.  Staffing changes, both for our industry partner and the investigator’s team at various 
time points during the funding period contributed to some delays in study progress.  Additionally, our industry 
partner has not designed their braingame platform specifically for the purposes of research and therefore data 
quantity and/or quality varied across cognitive domains and predictor variables. For example, large-scale data 
included scores for games performed on both desktop computers and mobile apps.  Because data-collection 
hardware could affect scores, steps had to be taken to ensure consistency in data collection methods.  These 
factors did not impact the team’s ability to carry out the project’s main objectives. Data were closely 
scrutinized to ensure satisfaction of data quality inclusion criteria and only the highest quality data were 
utilized for analysis.  For example, to address the above-described device issue, we only included participants 
whose initial 20 game plays were performed on desktop computers.   

3) Significant results/Key outcomes: Both published and preliminary analyses yielded compelling simple and/or 
interaction effects for predictors of interest.  Primary Aims 1,2 and 4 describe objectives with respect to 
cognitive performance as well as aims with respect to change in cognitive performance over time (i.e. 
learning).  We did not observe the expected effects on learning.  We start by describing our most compelling 
findings, pertaining to cognitive performance. 

 
For Primary Aim 1: Our proposed aim sought to examine the effects of sleep duration on cognitive performance.  
Our initial cross-sectional analyses based on each participant’s first attempt at a game showed significant effects 
of sleep duration on cognitive performance and an age-by-sleep-duration interaction effects on cognitive 
performance across multiple tasks. These initial cross-sectional analyses predicted single-play cognitive 
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performance from self-reported “typical” sleep duration. The most compelling findings from these analyses 
included: 1) the inverted u-shaped relationship between sleep and cognitive performance, 2) the peak in 
performance at 7-hours typical sleep duration, 8) evidence of a steeper deterioration in performance with longer 
sleep durations, in younger participants relative the older participants, with longer sleep durations.  The latter 
finding runs counter to the expectation that young people need more sleep.  (See Figure 1, modified from 
Richards et al., 2017, Figure 1).   

 
 
The above analyses were performed in a cross-sectional sample 
of hundreds of thousands of participants using only 1 (each 
participant’s first) gameplay. For our subsequent analyses, 
based on a thorough assessment of available data, we selected 
data from a flanker-style task.  We determined that most tasks 
test a variety of cognitive domains, and therefore isolating 
specific cognitive functions would be difficult.  Our review of 
the literature indicates that probing a single cognitive domain 
in isolation is difficult, since cognitive functions, especially 
higher cognitive functions such as executive function, rely on 
multiple other functions (such as attention and working 
memory) to be carried out.  Based on the availability of a large 
sample of quality data with repeated measures of sleep duration 
and cognitive performance, we focused on the flanker-style task 
to address our questions.  The flanker task is a well-documented 
measure of executive function which tests task-switching and 
response inhibition.  In particular, some of our analyses showed 
differences in task performance for trials that required more, as 
opposed to less, response inhibition. 
 
Our subsequent published analyses are based on a sample of 

over 48,000 participants with approximately 1 million repeated measures of sleep duration and cognitive 
performance.  Using this sample, we first examined the relationship between average sleep duration and 
performance using multiple repeated measures of prior-night sleep duration and next-day cognitive performance 
(Figure 2).  These findings strengthened our confidence in initial findings, bolstering our conclusion that 1) there 
is an inverted u-shaped relationship between sleep duration and cognitive performance, 2) the peak in performance 
occurs at 7 hours average sleep in the sample as a whole, and 3) this effect is more rather than less pronounced in 
younger people, relative to older people, as the decrements in performance with longer sleep durations are more 
pronounced in younger age groups as compared to older age groups).  
 

Figure 1. Effect of sleep duration on performance. We 
found an overall effect of age on performance, and that 7 
hours average sleepers showed the best performance per 
age group. This pattern was consistent across three task 
domains of working memory and processing speed. 
Modified from Richards et al., 2017). 
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Aim 1 objectives also included the examination of deviations from typical sleep duration and their impact on 
cognitive performance. These analyses also yielded compelling results.  They indicate that the effects of 
deviations from average sleep depend on one’s average sleep duration.  While 7-hour-average sleepers show 
deteriorations in performance when their prior night of sleep deviates upwards or downwards from their average, 
6-hour-average sleepers show an improvement with 7 hours of prior night’s sleep, and deteriorations at other
sleep durations.  In contrast, 8-hour average sleepers demonstrated a deterioration in performance (on average),
when their prior-night sleep was 7 hours.  Despite this, the peak performance for 8-hour sleepers was lower than
it was for 7-hour-average sleepers even when controlling for demographic factors of gender, age and education
(Figure 3).

We discuss the strengths and value of these findings in our published work.  Smaller scale studies do not have the 
statistical power to examine the subtle effects of differences in average sleep duration on cognitive performance, 
nor the effects of deviations from typical sleep duration on cognitive performance.  Our data are consistent with 
the expert recommendations that individuals should obtain at least 7 hours’ sleep duration, however they also 
clearly indicate that 7-hour-average sleepers may have an edge over individuals with different sleep durations, 
and that there may be a cost to more sleep.  At the same time, 8-hour-average sleepers may also experience 
detrimental effects if they sleep less than their average. 

We recognize that these initial analyses should be interpreted with some caution, given that the data were not 
collected initially for purposes of research.  Reliance on self-report and uncertainty about whether sleep on 
reporting days reflects typical sleep remain.  Lacking from these analyses are health variables that may contribute 
to sleep-duration-cognitive-performance dynamics.  We intend to examine these in future analyses in the context 
of our ongoing partnership with Lumos Labs. 

Figure 2. Effect of habitual sleep duration on performance. As in prior published study, we 
revealed a significant effect of age on performance. We also found that younger players had a 
greater deficit in performance at higher average sleep durations (relative to 7-hour sleep duration 
within their age category). Modified from Richards et al., 2019). 
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For Primary Aim 2: Our proposed Aim was to 
examine the role of chronotype, assessed 
subjectively based on a self-report item, on 
cognitive performance and learning.  We did not
find evidence for our hypotheses regarding an 

overall chronotype effect on cognitive performance in two different tasks (Figure 4), nor did we find a “synchrony 
effect”: alignment of task timing to chronotype did not improve performance. While this effect could be 
considered present for the morning chronotypes, this was not true for the evening chronotypes.  This essentially 
revealed that, for the group as a whole, participants performed better in the morning than in the evening. We also 
assessed whether the effect of habitual sleep duration on performance was different for synchronous and 
asynchronous task alignment, and found no significant interaction effect (Figure 5). 
.  

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Assessment of chronotype on 
performance revealed that all chronotypes 
performed similarly, with no overall effect 
of chronotype (linear mixed model, p > 
0.05). Additionally, assessment of 
alignment of task performance to 
chronotype (synchronous vs 
asynchronous) revealed that evening 
chronotypes did not perform as well as 
morning chronotypes when time of play 
aligned with chronotype (synchronous)     
* p < 0.05). Modified from Richards et al., 
2019. 

Figure 3. Assessment of performance 
when deviating from one’s average sleep. 
Findings show effects of deviations vary 
by average sleep duration (linear mixed 
model, covariate adjusted for age, 
education and age by education, * p < 
0.05). Modified from Richards et al., 
2019). 
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The above analyses were based on a somewhat arbitrary assignment of “synchronous” times by the investigators, 
meaning that 6am-12pm was considered synchronous for morning types, and 6pm-12am was considered 
synchronous for evening types.  Game plays at other times were not considered because they lay in a gray zone.  
However our extremely large dataset of game plays allowed us to examine cognitive performance across the 24-
hour day.  This revealed extremely interesting time-of-day effects on cognitive performance, which were affected 
by age (Figure 6, modified from Richards et al., 2019, Fig. 6) as well as features of the task (i.e. inhibitory vs. 
non-inhibitory trial, modified from Richards et al., 2019, Fig. 5). 

 

Figure 5. Effect of sleep duration on performance by task-alignment for morning and evening 
chronotypes. We assessed whether habitual sleep duration affects performance differently 
depending on whether task was performed aligned to participants’ chronotype (synchronous vs. 
asynchronous). We found no significant interaction between sleep duration and task alignment for 
either morning (a) and evening(b)chronotypes (linear mixed model, ps >0.283). 

Figure 6. Assessment of time of play 
effects revealed a pronounced difference in 
performance between young and old 
participants when playing between 
midnight and 4 am (linear mixed model, 
covariate adjusted for education, * p < 
0.05). Additionally, there was a greater 
decrease in performance for inhibitory 
(incongruent) task between midnight and 4 
am (linear mixed model, covariate adjusted 
for age, education, and age by education * 
p < 0.05). Modified from Richards et al., 
2019. 
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We were surprised to observe a pronounced age by time-of-day effect, wherein the youngest age group showed 
higher performance in the early night despite the absence of a chronotype effect.  Presumably, these age effects 
are driven, at least in part, by the delayed chronotype which is thought to be characteristic of adolescence and 
early adulthood.  As they stand, these data are suggestive that younger people are resilient to time-of-day effects 
independently of chronotype effects.  We are currently working with our industry collaborator to redesign the 
subjective chronotype measure, given that limitations in the measure may have contributed to these negative 
findings with respect to chronotype.  
 
While we did not observe a simple chronotype effect on performance (Figure 4), we did identify an interaction 
effect for chronotype and deviation from usual sleep duration, providing evidence that research to unravel the 
complex relationships between sleep, chronotype, circadian and other variables in the prediction of cognitive 
performance is crucial  (Figure 7, unpublished).  For example, these analyses showed that morning chronotypes 
may be less vulnerable to the effects of negative deviation from their average sleep duration on cognitive 
performance.  These observations deserve additional follow-up, especially with a larger variety of tasks and tasks 
of varying difficulty. 

 
For Primary Aims 1 and 2, analysis of sleep and chronotype effects on learning did not yield the hypothesized 
effects.  While we proposed to look at the first 10 gameplays in our aims, we had quality data to examine effects 
over the first 20 gameplays.  As with our prior analyses, we utilized a linear mixed model approach. This approach 
does not require the same rigid assumptions of other repeated measures analyses (eg repeated measures analysis 
of variance). Namely, there is no independence assumption for repeated measures; instead the covariance between 
measures at different timepoints is explicitly modeled, allowing for more efficient and specific modeling. For our 
analyses of learning rate, we used a compound symmetry covariance matrix structure, and as in other analyses, 
covariance corrected for demographic information, including age, gender, education, and the age by education 
interaction (to account for the fact that younger participants may not have completed their education yet). The 
typical learning rate reflected a log-normal curve, and thus to linearize and normalize this shape, we tested our 
learning effects using both untransformed and log-transformed scales. While the effects of typical, average and 
prior-night sleep duration on cognitive performance were pronounced (Richards et al., 2019, Fig. 2a), the effects 
of prior night’s sleep, typical sleep duration, and chronotype did not appear to substantively affect the trajectory 
of learning over time for the executive functioning task which we focused on (Figure 8).  Significant age-related 

Figure 7. Effect of chronotype and 
deviation from habitual sleep duration 
on performance. Though we previously 
saw no overall effect of chronotype on 
performance, we assessed whether 
morning or evening chronotypes might 
perform differently depending on how 
far their prior nights’ sleep duration was 
to their habitual sleep duration. We 
found a significant interaction between 
chronotype and deviation from average 
sleep, with evening chronotypes 
performing worse than morning 
chronotypes when getting less sleep than 
normal (linear mixed model, p <0.05). 
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effects were evident in the initial learning (gameplay #1 to gameplay #2), and the age effects became less 
pronounced over subsequent gameplays. Sleep duration, in contrast to age, did not seem to affect the trajectory 
of learning, either early on or over time. In Figure 8, gameplay number is log-transformed to straighten the curve 
for interpretation purposes, depicting nearly parallel lines for change in performance over gameplay as a function 
of average sleep duration.  This negative effect may be of interest in and of itself and we are preparing these 
findings for peer-reviewed publication. 

 

Consistent with our negative finding 
with respect to chronotype synchrony 
(TTAC, Aim 2), analyses for Aim 3, 
focused on the interaction of 
chronotype synchrony with sleep 
duration, were unrevealing (not 
shown).   
 
Our primary Aim 4 sought to 
examine the effect of age in 
moderating the relationships between 
sleep duration, deviations from sleep 
duration, TTAC (synchrony) and 
cognitive performance. As expected, 
and has been well documented, age is 
the most important predictor of 
cognitive performance. One of our 
most interesting findings, as depicted 
in (Figure 1 and Figure 2), is that the 
detrimental effects of longer sleep 
were equally or more pronounced in 
younger, as compared to older, 
individuals.  Similarly, we also found 

that deviation from average sleep was expressed differently across age groups, with younger participants who 
average 6 hours of sleep showing a larger drop in performance when getting 2 or more hours sleep than their 
average compared to older players. (Figure 9).  
 

Figure 8. Assessment of 
performance over the first 
20 plays of cognitive task 
revealed no effect of 
average sleep duration or 
chronotype on the learning 
rate. (linear mixed model, 
covariate adjusted for age, 
gender, education, and age 
by education, ps> 0.05. 
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Overall, we did find that shorter habitual sleep duration was associated with worse task performance in older 
participants as compared to younger participants (Figure 2).  We saw no interaction between task-alignment or 
chronotype and age on performance (Figure 10; unpublished).  

We further explored whether greater negative deviation from habitual sleep duration, and poor task-alignment 
with chronotype were associated with poor performance.  We looked at prior night’s sleep for 6-, 7- ,and 8-hour 
average sleepers and alignment to chronotype to determine if deviation from average sleep affects performance 
differently depending on whether players are playing at a time that aligns with their chronotype. We found that 
for morning chronotypes, performance was negatively affected by deviation from average sleep on asynchronous 
plays, but performance was not negatively affected by greater sleep than normal for synchronous plays (Figure 

11; unpublished).   These findings are not intuitive, and therefore we seek to examine these relationships further 
before dissemination.  

We proposed several exploratory analyses in our study.  These were: 1. to determine whether greater variability 
in sleep duration negatively impacts performance on tasks of working memory, task-shifting, response inhibition 
and verbal fluency. Hypothesis E1: Greater variability in sleep duration will be associated with slower 
improvement in performance over 10 trials. 2. To examine the effects of gender, exercise, caffeine intake, alcohol 
intake, and self-reported mood on day of task performance as moderators of sleep duration and chronotype effects. 
3. To examine the interactions of the primary variables (habitual sleep duration (HSD), deviation from habitual 

Figure 9. Effect of deviation from 
habitual sleep by age. We assessed 
whether getting more or less sleep than 
average affects performance differently 
for each age group. For a) 6 hour average 
sleepers, b) 7 hour average sleepers, c) 
and 8 hour average sleepers, there was a 
significant interaction between deviation 
from habitual sleep and age (linear mixed 
model, ps < 0.01). Age groups: 1, 
youngest to 7, oldest. 
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sleep duration, chronotype, degree of task-timing alignment with chronotype (TTAC score) and age), and 
exploratory variables (gender, lifestyle variables, and mood) on performance and/or improvement in performance 
on tasks of working memory, task-shifting, response inhibition and verbal fluency.  

Analysis of variability in sleep duration was hampered by a limited range of sleep durations (only 5 
options, including 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9 hours), resulting in absence of variability at the extremes of average sleep 
duration, greatest variability at 7 hours’ sleep duration, and limited variability at 6 and 8 hours average sleep 
duration.  We found that this problem biased our analyses and was too problematic for reasonable interpretation. 

We have begun to explore the possible differential effects of gender and sleep on performance. We found 
a main effect of gender, with males performing better overall. We found no significant differences by gender in 
the effects of chronotype or task-alignment on performance (Figures 12 & 13). Interestingly, we did find that for 
players with a habitual sleep duration of 7 hours, there was a significant interaction between gender and deviation 
from sleep, indicating females who got an average of 7 hours of sleep were more resilient than males to the effects 
of getting more sleep than normal, but were more vulnerable to negative deviation from average sleep.(Figure 
14). Our plan is to continue to examine this question as cognitive tasks with sufficient sample sizes are generated, 
to enhance confidence in these findings prior to reporting these findings. 

Figure 10. Effect of Task Alignment 
and Chronotype on performance, by age.  
While we found a significant overall 
effect of age on performance (with 
younger participants performing better 
than older, there was not a significant 
interaction between task-alignment and 
age (for (a) morning or (b)evening 
chronotypes) nor between chronotype 
and age ((c), linear mixed model, ps > 
0.182).  
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Sample size and data quality were not sufficiently satisfactory to perform rigorous exploratory analyses of 
lifestyle factors and mood on task performance and learning. 

Figure 11. Effect of sleep deviation on performance by task-alignment for morning and 
evening chronotypes. We assessed whether deviation from habitual sleep duration affects 
performance differently depending on whether task was performed aligned to participants’ 
chronotype (synchronous vs. asynchronous). We found significant interactions between 
deviation from sleep and task alignment for both morning (a,c,e) and evening (b,d,f) 
chronotypes across 6 (a,b), 7 (c,d), and 8(e,f) hour average sleepers (linear mixed model, ps < 
0.05). 
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Figure 12. Effect of Task-Alignment on performance by gender. We tested whether  game play 
aligned to chronotype (synchronous vs asynchronous) for morning or evening chronotypes is 
differentially expressed by gender. We found no significant interaction between task alignment and 
gender for either morning (a) or evening (b) chronotypes (linear mixed model, ps  > 0.328).  

Figure 13. Effect of chronotype on performance by gender. We tested whether chronotype affects 
performance differently for each gender. Despite a trend in which performance diverges for each gender 
across chronotypes, there was no significant interaction between chronotype and gender (linear mixed 
model, p = 0.268).  
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What opportunities for training and professional development has the project provided?  

This project contributed to Dr. Richards’ (PI) attendance at the following professional development 
opportunities: 

1) Attendance at the International Society for Traumatic Stress Studies November 2016 Annual Meeting.
2) Attendance at the Neuroscience School of Advanced Studies: Sleep and Cognition July 2017 Course.
3) Attendance at the Associated Professional Sleep Studies June 2018 Annual Meeting.

Figure 14. Effect of Deviation from 
Habitual Sleep Duration on performance 
by Gender. We assessed whether deviation 
from habitual sleep affects performance 
differently by gender. We found no 
significant interaction between deviation 
from sleep and gender for 6 hour and 8 
hour average sleepers (linear mixed model, 
ps> 0.48), but did find a significant 
interaction for 7 hour sleepers (linear 
mixed model, p <0.01) 
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4) Attendance at the International Society for Traumatic Stress Studies November 2019 Annual Meeting.
5) Attendance at the Neuroscience School for Advanced Studies: Sleep and Circadian Rhythms May 2019

Course.
6) Attendance at the Associated Professional Sleep Studies September 2019 Annual Meeting.

How were the results disseminated to communities of interest?   

Two peer-reviewed publications; 1 conference presentation.  Findings with respect to sleep and learning are being 
prepared for submission.   

What do you plan to do during the next reporting period to accomplish the goals?   

N/A.  We continue to work with our industry partner to identify the best datasets for ongoing analyses due to the 
great potential of these data to inform our understanding of sleep, circadian rhythm and cognition. 

4. IMPACT:

What was the impact on the development of the principal discipline(s) of the project? 

Our findings raise compelling questions about sleep need and optimal sleep duration with respect to cognitive 
functioning at different ages.   These findings highlight the importance of further research on the relationship 
between sleep duration and cognitive performance across the full range of the age spectrum.  They demonstrate 
the potential of large-scale internet data for gaining knowledge in this area.   

What was the impact on other disciplines?   

We expect findings from our research to have an impact on disciplines focused on cognition, learning and 
neurodegenerative diseases, such as neurology and geriatric medicine.  We expect our findings to be relevant in 
operational environments in which there may be barriers to normal sleep durations and job schedules and in which 
optimizing cognitive performance in the context of unusual work hours is critical, such as in the military and in 
medical settings. 

What was the impact on technology transfer?    

Nothing to Report 

What was the impact on society beyond science and technology? 

These findings are relevant to understanding the relationship to sleep duration and cognitive performance, and 
time of day and cognitive performance.  Published findings have public health implications with respect to 
optimizing sleep duration. 

5. CHANGES/PROBLEMS:

Changes in approach and reasons for change: 

Nothing to Report 
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Actual or anticipated problems or delays and actions or plans to resolve them 
 
Initial delays in data acquisition have been described.  Limitations in quantity or quality of data for some 
secondary predictor and/or outcome variables (i.e. lifestyle variables) limited the usefulness of those variables for 
additional analyses. We continue to collaborate with our industry partner to enhance the quality of these data so 
that they can contribute to future work. 
 
Changes that had a significant impact on expenditures 
 
Initial delays in initiating work has been described in prior reports.  A no-cost extension allowed the investigators 
to pursue the work once initial delays were overcome. 
 
Significant changes in use or care of human subjects, vertebrate animals, biohazards, and/or select agents 
 
Nothing to Report 
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Name: Anne Richards, MD, MPH 
Project Role: Principal Investigator 
Researcher Identifier: N/A 
Nearest Person Month Worked: 1.5 
Contribution to Project: Dr. Richards is the initiating investigator and has assumed the overall 

scientific and administrative responsibility for the project.  She is taking the 
lead on study design, data quality control, data analysis, and preparation of 
results for dissemination. 

 
Name: Thomas Neylan, MD 
Project Role: Co-Investigator 
Researcher Identifier: N/A 
Nearest Person Month Worked: .36 
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Contribution to Project: Dr. Neylan has collaborated closely with Dr. Richards to ensure data 
quality and integrity.  He has provided expertise in sleep and cognitive data 
analysis and interpretation. 

Name: Thomas Metzler, M.S. 
Project Role: Statistician 
Researcher Identifier: N/A 
Nearest Person Month Worked: .5 
Contribution to Project: Mr. Metzler has played a lead role in working with Lumos Labs data 

scientists to identify the appropriate datasets and prepare datasets for 
analysis via data quality examination and cleaning.  He now serves as a 
statistical consultant for the lead statistician on the project, Dr. Huie. 

Name: Russell Huie 
Project Role: Statistician 
Researcher Identifier: N/A 
Nearest Person Month Worked: 3 
Contribution to Project: Dr. Huie has taken on the leading statistician role for the project, based on 

his extensive experience working with large-scale data.  He has taken a lead 
role in writing code and implementing complex data analytic procedures 
for this project. 

Name: Christen Chapman 
Project Role: Lab Manager 
Researcher Identifier: N/A 
Nearest Person Month Worked: 0.75 
Contribution to Project: Ms. Chapman has provided general lab management support for Dr. 

Richards and preparation of grants, manuscripts and technical report and 
supervision of other research staff. She has expertise in lab management 
and regulatory issues but is currently off-site therefore collaborates with 
on-site staff to support the study team. 

Name: Alaisa Emery 
Project Role: Research Assistant 
Researcher Identifier: N/A 
Nearest Person Month Worked: 1 
Contribution to Project: Ms. Emery provided work in the area of data cleaning and data 

management support for the study, with supervision of PI and statistician, 
as well as support of Dr. Richards and Ms. Chapman in preparation of 
grant, manuscript and technical report preparation. 

Name: Sijing Ye 
Project Role: Research Assistant 
Researcher Identifier: N/A 
Nearest Person Month Worked: .5 
Contribution to Project: Ms. Ye has provided work in the area of data cleaning and data 

management support for the study, with supervision of PI and statistician, 
as well as support of Dr. Richards and Ms. Chapman in preparation of 
grant, manuscript and technical report preparation. 

Name: Andrew Levihn-Coon 
Project Role: Research Coordinator 
Researcher Identifier: N/A 
Nearest Person Month Worked: .75 
Contribution to Project: Mr. Levihn-Coon has provided general research coordination support for 

Dr. Richards and preparation of grants, manuscripts and technical report 
and supervision of other research staff.  

Name: Sara Rama 
Project Role: Research Assistant 
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Researcher Identifier: N/A 
Nearest Person Month Worked: 1 
Contribution to Project: Ms. Rama provided work in the area of data cleaning and data management 

support for the study, with supervision of PI and statistician, in preparation 
of grant, manuscript and technical report preparation. 

Name: Emily Staggs  
Project Role: Lab Manager 
Researcher Identifier: N/A 
Nearest Person Month Worked: .2 
Contribution to Project: Ms. Staggs has provided general lab management support for Dr. Richards 

and preparation of grants, manuscripts and technical report and supervision 
of other research staff.  

Has there been a change in the active other support of the PD/PI(s) or senior/key personnel since the last 
reporting period?  

Nothing to report. 

What other organizations were involved as partners?    

Lumos Labs, for provision of data.  There is no change to report. 

8. SPECIAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS:

COLLABORATIVE AWARDS:  

Not applicable.  

QUAD CHART:   

Not applicable 
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The research literature on the effects of sleep duration on cogni-
tive performance is growing. While recent recommendations by a 
panel of sleep experts indicate that adults should sleep at least 7 hr 
per night to optimize functioning and performance (Watson et al., 
2015), several studies on sleep and cognitive performance indicate 
that there may be such a thing as excess sleep (Faubel et al., 2009; 

Ramos et al., 2013; Richards et al., 2017; Schmutte et al., 2007; Xu 
et al., 2011, 2014). For example, several studies with predominantly 
older age samples indicate that performance peaks at about 7 hr of 
sleep and/or declines at sleep durations beyond about 7 hr (Faubel 
et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2011, 2014). The association between longer 
sleep duration and declining cognitive performance has traditionally 
been attributed to unmeasured confounders, such as age-related 
medical co-morbidities. However, our prior findings indicated that 
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Research elucidating the effects of sleep and circadian rhythm on cognitive perfor-
mance is advancing, yet many important questions remain. Using flanker-task perfor-
mance scores from a large internet sample (N
cognitive performance and linked prior-night self-reported sleep duration, we ana-
lysed the relationship between sleep duration, time of day of task performance, and 

indicate a performance peak at 7 hr habitual sleep duration, and point to a variable ef-
fect of deviation from habitual sleep duration depending on users’ habitual sleep du-
ration and age. Time-of-day effects were notable for a steady decline in performance 

by nighttime deterioration on trials requiring inhibitory executive functioning, par-
ticularly in older subjects. Analyses did not demonstrate an advantage for playing in 
synchrony with self-identified chronotype. Results strengthen findings indicating an 
inverted U-shaped relationship between sleep duration and cognitive performance 
across a broad spectrum of age groups. These findings underscore the importance of 
daytime task performance for tasks requiring inhibitory function, especially in elderly 
people. Findings highlight the utility of large-scale internet data in contributing to 
sleep and circadian science.

age, chronotype, cognition, sleep, synchrony
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decline in performance with increasing sleep duration was found 
in younger individuals as well, and that the decline in performance 
beyond 7 hr of sleep duration was even steeper in the younger, pre-
sumably healthier, subjects than in older subjects (Richards et al., 
2017). Furthermore, most of the above-cited studies controlled for 
major medical co-morbidities and/or self-reported health status 
in their analyses demonstrating negative cognitive effects of long 
sleep (Ramos et al., 2013; Schmutte et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2011, 
2014). Altogether, these studies raise some doubts regarding the 
traditional belief that “more sleep is better”. Additional research 
across the age spectrum is clearly needed to better understand how 
much sleep constitutes the right amount of sleep, if such a “right” 
amount exists.

Complementing the research on sleep duration and cognition, 
there is a growing body of research on the effects of time of day 
on cognitive performance. Published research generally indicates 
that daytime performance is enhanced relative to nighttime perfor-
mance (for a review, see Schmidt, Collette, Cajochen, & Peigneux, 
2007). For example, studies have shown that performance on tasks 
of vigilance and sustained attention, as well as more complex tasks 
involving selective attention, divided attention or memory, dete-
riorate during the night and ameliorate starting in the early morn-
ing (Cajochen, Sat Bir, Wyatt, Czeisler, & Dijk, 1999; Doran, Van 

2003; Wright, Hull, & Czeisler, 2002; Wyatt, Cecco, Czeisler, & Dijk, 
1999). However, studies that compare cognitive performance at 
times more typically associated with wakefulness in humans provide 
a more complex picture. These studies demonstrate inconsistencies 
with respect to the existence of time-of-day effects, and/or the tim-
ing of peak performance within typical waking hours (Bonnefond, 

et al., 1997; Wright et al., 2002) studies have suggested that work-
ing memory load affects the timing of peak performance (Cajochen 

inhibition tasks appear to be sensitive to time of day and differ de-
pending on the participant's age, with older adults performing better 
in the morning and younger adults performing better in the evening 
(West, Murphy, Armilio, Craik, & Stuss, 2002).

The published research on the synchrony effect in cognitive 
performance (i.e. improvement in performance when task per-
formance time is aligned with chronotype) is small and, similar to 
studies of simple time of day, effects are again not entirely con-
sistent across cognitive domains or studies (Barclay & Myachykov, 

2004; Lara, Madrid, & Correa, 2014; Lehmann, Marks, & Hanstock, 

Peigneux, Cajochen, & Collette, 2012). Overall, individuals seem 
to perform best when there is synchrony between chronotype 
and time of testing. The synchrony effect may be greater in older 

adults compared with younger adults (Lehmann et al., 2013; May & 
-

tially mediated by individual sleep schedules (Schmidt et al., 2012). 
A few studies have demonstrated a synchrony effect for inhibition 

older adults (May & Hasher, 2017). More research is clearly needed 
as the available research on synchrony effects is small and based 
on laboratory-based studies with few participants and limited eco-
logical validity.

The goals of the current analysis were to examine sleep du-
ration, time-of-day and synchrony effects on cognitive perfor-
mance in a flanker-style task in a large sample of participants aged 

-
tive performance collected on an internet-based cognitive training 
platform. We predicted: (a) performance would peak at 7-hr average 
sleep duration in the sample as a whole, and that this effect would 
be most pronounced in young to middle-aged individuals (defined 

-
rior to nighttime performance in the group as a whole; (c) younger 
individuals would demonstrate enhanced performance in the eve-
ning relative to the morning, and older individuals would perform 
better in the morning relative to the evening; (d) a synchrony effect 
in which late chronotypes would perform better in the evening and 
early chronotypes would perform better in the morning relative to 
the evening; (e) time-of-day and synchrony effects would be more 
pronounced for trials requiring higher inhibitory control than non-
inhibitory trials. We also performed exploratory analyses to deter-
mine whether intra-individual deviations from one's average sleep 
duration (both up and down) would be associated with declines in 
cognitive performance.

|

We used data collected from the Lumosity brain-game database col-

called Lost in Migration, which is a flanker-style task. We selected 
this task because it assesses inhibitory/cognitive control functions, 
which have been demonstrated to be sensitive to time of day and/
or circadian synchrony (Barclay & Myachykov, 2017; Matchock & 

-
tude of the sample size and linked cognitive performance scores 
available during the time-frame of data collection. Details of the 
platform are described in our and other published papers (Richards 
et al., 2017; Sternberg et al., 2013). First-time use of the platform 
does not require payment, but repeated use for the purposes of cog-
nitive training requires registration. Data were included for all play-

Inclusion criteria required: (a) at least 20 game plays over a 6-month 
period with at least 10 self-reported sleep durations prior to game 
play; (b) no prior use of Lost in Migration by the user (i.e. the analy-
ses were based on the first 20 Lost in Migration game plays by each 
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user); (c) exclusive use of keyboards for desktops or laptops, as op-
posed to tablets, smartphones or touch screens for all game plays; 
(d) English as the preferred language and language used by the plat-
form. Analyses were performed based on the first 20 game plays
for all users. Not all respondents provided chronotype information;

|

|

Participants enter basic demographic information, including date of 
birth, gender and educational attainment at the time of registration. 
Age at the time of game play is calculated by the Lumosity software.

|

Our dataset includes participants’ estimate of typical sleep duration, 
provided at the time of registration on the Lumosity platform, as well 
as their sleep duration reported just prior to game play and with re-
spect to their last night's sleep. At registration, participants respond 
to the question “How much sleep do you typically get each night?” 
by selecting a sleep duration in number of hours with response op-

the prior night (the night prior to any linked game play) is assessed 
each time participants log into Lumosity with the question: “How 

of the dataset allowed us to compare the predictive value of typical 
sleep duration (reported at one time-point), average sleep duration 
(based on the mean of ~20 prior-night sleep reports per subject), 
and prior-night sleep linked with a performance score, for cognitive 
performance.

|

Chronotype, or circadian preference, was assessed at registration 
using one question: “What time of day are you most productive?” 
There were four possible response options, including “definitely 
morning”, “more morning than evening”, “more evening than morn-
ing”, or “definitely evening”.

|

Time of game play was based on clock time in the time-zone of the IP 
address of the participant at registration.

|

To examine the relative advantage of different times of day for 
morning and evening chronotypes, and drawing from existing litera-
ture on circadian synchrony but in the absence of definitive guid-
ance regarding specific advantageous times for either chronotype, 

(defined as synchronous for morning types) was compared with the 

evening types).

|

Lost in Migration is a flanker-style task that presents a series of ar-
rangements of small flying birds, identical except in the direction of 
orientation of flight (either leftward, rightward, upward or down-
ward). Participants are required to selectively attend to a visual 
target (the central bird within the flock) and provide a response 
using the arrow keys on a keyboard with respect to the orientation 
of the target object while ignoring visual distractors (the target bird 
will be flanked by birds pointing in the same or different direction). 
The task lasts a fixed 45 s. Configurations of target and flanker 

Screenshots of flanker-task arrangement. Two screenshots of flanker-task configurations in the Lumosity Lost in Migration 
task
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birds were generated dynamically during each game play using the 
same probability distributions: on average, the target bird's orien-
tation matched that of the flankers on 50% of trials; the remaining 
50% of trials was divided evenly between configurations in which 

of the target. Figure 1 provides a picture of a sample arrangement. 
Multiple variations of flanker-style tasks have been used in cogni-
tive neuroscience research, and the Lumosity task reflects a more 
animated version of the traditional task.

|

The raw Lumosity game score was used as the primary outcome 
measure for the task. While there are many potential outcome 
measures for flanker tasks, as in our prior report, we used the 
Lumosity game score as the outcome measure because it incorpo-
rates both speed and accuracy. Secondarily, we examined effects 
for response time and percent correct for both congruent trials 
(trials in which the target bird is oriented in the same direction 
as flanking birds) and incongruent trials (trials in which the target 
bird is oriented in a different direction from flanking birds), given 
that several published studies on time-of-day and circadian-syn-

2017; West et al., 2002). Effects on invariant variables (those that 
do not change over time in this analysis, such as age, chronotype, 
biological sex) were tested using analysis of variance (ANOVA). All 
repeated measure effects were tested using a linear mixed model, 
with plays for each participant treated as a nested repeated meas-
ure. Gender, age, education level, as well as the age by education 
level interaction were treated as covariates, except for when the 
effects of age or gender were explicitly tested. In all analyses, par-
ticipant and intercept were treated as random factors. Where ap-
propriate, post hoc analyses of group differences were performed 
using the estimated marginal means, and a Bonferroni correction 
for multiple comparisons. Statistical significance was determined at 
an alpha level of .05. Analyses were performed in SPSS v.24 (IBM).

|

|
characteristics of the sample

The demographic, sleep duration and chronotype information of the 
sample are presented in Table 1. The sample was predominantly fe-

SD
Figure S1 for a breakdown of the sample by age group). Educational 
attainment varied widely, with the median education level being 
a bachelor's degree. Similar to our prior published paper using a 
Lumosity dataset, the small number of participants in the “other” 
category for education (n = 1,150) were presumed to have a low edu-
cation due to relatively poor age- and gender-adjusted performance 
(statistically indistinguishable from the lowest performing group, 
which was also the least educated).

The median subjective habitual sleep duration category (typical 

by age. The median prior-night's sleep duration was 7 hr. This var-

There was no effect of age (ANOVA, p
chi-square = 1.36, p = .715) on subjective sleep duration category.

(Table 1). There was no statistically significant difference in age across 
chronotype (p = .236), with the mean age for each chronotype rang-
ing from 53.9 (Definitely Evening) to 53.6 (Slightly Evening) years of 
age. The greater number of female participants was also seen across 
all chronotypes as well (all chronotypes had a greater number of fe-
male participants). Figure S2 includes a breakdown of average sleep 
duration and chronotype, separately, across age groups.

|

Analysis of the sleep duration–performance relationship using av-
erage sleep duration calculated from each participant's prior-night 

Demographic, sleep and chronotype characteristics of 
the sample

 SD

Age

 % n

Gender   

Female 63.1

Male 36.9

Education level   

Other/unknown 2.4 1,150

Some high school 2.6 1,249

High school 12.4 6,042

Some college 20.3 9,936

Associate degree 3.3 1,622

Bachelor's degree 30.2 14,770

Professional degree 7.2 3,537

Master's degree 9,067

PhD 3.1 1,622

Chronotype (N   

Definitely morning 30.2 5,640

Slightly morning 5,317

Slightly evening 27.0 5,037

Definitely evening 14.2 2,653

Typical sleep duration (per  
baseline report; N = 19,301)

  

4 or fewer hours 4.6

5–6 hr 42.3

46.6

9 or more hours 6.6 1,265
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self-reported sleep duration and performance indicates a pro-
nounced inverted U-shaped relationship between sleep dura-
tion and age-, education- and gender-adjusted performance, with 
a peak at 7 hr self-reported sleep duration (linear mixed model, 
main effect of average prior-night sleep duration on perfor-
mance, p < .01 significant quadratic polynomial contrast, p < .05; 
Figure 2a). Post hoc pairwise comparisons of group mean dif-
ferences (with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons) 

revealed that all adjacent sleep duration groups were signifi-
cantly different from all others (p
duration–performance relationship using the one-time sleep du-
ration report provided at registration also indicates an inverted 
U-shaped relationship between sleep duration and cognitive
task performance, but no statistically significant differences in
performance score (linear mixed model, main effect of one-time
sleep duration on performance, p = .59; Figure 2b). Of note, be-
cause only a subsample of participants had baseline “typical”
sleep duration reports, repeating the analysis with the repeated
measures of sleep duration and cognitive task performance in
that subsample demonstrated a statistically significant inverted
U-shaped relationship analogous to that seen with the complete
sample (not shown).

We then examined how the effect of sleep duration on cognitive 
task performance differed across age groups (Figure 3). Consistent 
with existing knowledge about age and cognitive performance, we 
found a pronounced stratification of performance by age, with per-
formance deteriorating markedly with advancing age across all sleep 
durations (linear mixed model, main effect of age on performance, 
p < .01; sleep × age-bin interaction, p < .00; Figure 3a). Furthermore, 
there was a significant sleep by age-bin interaction (linear mixed 
model, p < .00). This finding suggests that, while all age groups 
showed peak performance at 7 hr average sleep duration (Figure 3a), 
there is a possible age difference in the slope of decline associated 
with sleeping less or more than 7 hr on average. In further exploration 
of this significant interaction, we performed piecewise linear regres-

-
ference in the slope of the performance deficits. We found that the 

performance deficit from extended
was significantly greater in younger age groups (15–34 years old; post 
hoc comparisons of regression slopes by age, p < .05; Figure 3b).

In subsequent exploratory analysis of sleep duration and cogni-
tive task performance, we examined how within-subject prior-night 
deviation from one's average sleep duration as derived from ~20 

Predicting performance score from self-reported 
sleep duration. Self-reported sleep duration was measured in two 
ways: (a) within-subject average of ~20 prior-night sleep reports; 
and (b) single self-report of typical sleep duration reported prior to 
first game play. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals

Relationship of performance score to average sleep duration by age. (a) Scores at average sleep durations, across age ranges. (b) 
Performance deterioration with variations from 7-hr average sleep duration across age groups. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals
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self-reports affected next-day cognitive performance. This analysis 
revealed an overall significant interaction between average sleep 
duration and variation from average sleep on performance (p < .01), 
indicating that the impact of deviation on performance depended 
on one's average sleep duration. To further explore this interaction, 
we tested the effect of prior-night's sleep on performance for each 
average sleep duration group. Most notably, 7-hr average sleep-
ers performed significantly better overall than other groups and 
showed statistically significant decrements in performance if their 
prior-night's sleep value varied from their 7-hr average. Similarly, 

-
tically significant decrements above and below their average sleep 
duration. On the other hand, 6-hr average sleepers improved signifi-
cantly with 7 hr of prior-night sleep. Interestingly, extreme short and 
long sleepers showed statistically significant improvements with a 

sleepers), but no clear deterioration or improvement in performance 
with additional deviations (Figure 4).

|

Overall, there was a main effect of time of day on score (linear 
mixed model, significant linear and quadratic contrasts, p

on the number of correct responses, number of tries, percent cor-
rect, and response time across time-of-day (linear mixed model, 
p < .01; Figure 5b–e). Likewise, there were main effects of congru-
ent and incongruent trials on performance, as well as a significant 
interaction between time of day and trial type (congruent versus 
incongruent; linear mixed model, p < .01). Interestingly, these find-
ings demonstrate that the nighttime decline in percent correct is 
attributable to worsening performance on trials requiring response 
inhibition (Figure 5d).

Examination of time of play by age group demonstrated an over-
all stratification of age groups on flanker-task performance across 
time (Figure 6a). A linear mixed model revealed significant main 
effects of both time-of-day and age on performance (as shown in 
Figures 3 and 5). Interestingly, there was also a significant age by 
time-of-day interaction effect (linear mixed model, p < .01).

To further explore this significant interaction, we normalized 
scores (z-score) for the youngest and oldest age bins to compare 
their relative changes in performance over time. The results in 
Figure 6b illustrate a significant difference in relative performance 
(linear mixed model, p

Within-subject changes in performance when deviating from average sleep. Scores based on prior-night's sleep, grouped 

participants slept more or less than their own average. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals
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between these age groups, indicating that performance drops at 

the youngest age group 15–24; Figure 6b), which actually improves 
during the early evening and nighttime interval. Figure 6b also indi-
cates a relative benefit of early evening performance in the youngest 
age group as compared with the oldest age group and, in contrast, 
a relative benefit of early morning performance in the oldest age 
group as compared with the youngest age group.

|

Examination of the synchrony effect on flanker-task performance 
demonstrated that, contrary to our expectations, all chronotypes 
demonstrated a remarkably consistent pattern of performance 
across the 24-hr day, indicating better performance in the early 
part of the day, a steady decline in performance starting in the late 

-
fect of chronotype on performance, nor a chronotype by time-of-
day interaction (linear mixed model, p > .05). Additionally, there was 
no clear evidence of a shift in the clock time of peak or nadir for 
the performance curves with shift in chronotype. (At most, visual 

inspection of the curves in Figure 7, when excluding slight PM chrono-
types, indicates a progressively later nadir in performance when 
moving from definite AM, to slight AM, to definite PM chronotypes.) 
Post hoc analyses also did not display a clear pattern of performance 

for definite AM, 11:11 hours for slight AM, slight PM 10:55 hours, 

performance for definite AM and definite PM chronotypes at syn-
chronous versus asynchronous times (using a prior definition of syn-
chrony) indeed demonstrated that all participants performed better 
in the morning (i.e. synchronous for morning types and asynchro-
nous for evening types; Figure 7b).

|

The above analyses on sleep duration, time-of-day and synchrony 
effects on flanker-task performance across a broad age range dem-
onstrate multiple compelling findings with respect to sleep and 
circadian effects on cognition. Our findings largely confirmed our 
first hypothesis, that performance would peak at 7-hr average, and 
that this effect would be most pronounced in younger individuals. 

Performance score by time-of-day. (a) Mean scores for each time at which a game was played. Differences in performance 
across time of play for congruent and incongruent trials indicated by (b) number correct, (c) number of trials, (d) percent correct, and (e) 
response time. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals

Time-of-day effects on performance by age group. (a) The breakdown of performance scores across time when grouped by 
age. (b) Performance across time for the youngest and oldest age groups. A normalized score (z-score) was calculated and plotted in order to 
best illustrate variations from the relative mean for each age group. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals
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Indeed, 7-hr average sleep duration, when calculated based on 
nearly 20 prior-night sleep duration self-reports, was associated 
with peak performance in the group as a whole as well as in all 
10-year age groups examined separately. These findings are par-
ticularly intriguing as they run counter to the traditional belief that 
adolescents and young adults require more sleep for optimal func-
tioning than other age groups. In fact, recent guidelines indicate 
that up to 9 hr of sleep may be indicated for healthy adolescents, 

-
ated with a worsening of performance in the sample as a whole.

Our findings on sleep duration are also compelling because they 
indicate that 7-hr average sleep may be a marker for optimal cog-
nitive functioning. Our exploratory analyses clearly demonstrated 
that 7-hr habitual sleepers performed better than individuals with 
other average sleep durations, and that prior-night deviations (either 
up or down) in individuals with other average sleep durations could 
not compensate for the benefits of 7-hr average sleep duration. For 

sleep, 7-hr average sleepers still perform statistically significantly 

prior to game play (Figure 4). And while 6-hr average sleepers per-

was inferior to peak performance of 7-hr sleepers at 7 hr prior-night 
sleep duration. Additionally, while extreme short and long average 
sleepers were shown to benefit from a 1-hr deviation up (for short 
sleepers) or down (for long sleepers), their performance was gener-

that further deviation would significantly enhance performance.
Our findings with respect to sleep duration also demonstrate the 

advantages of large-scale repeated measures data for examining the 
relationships of interest. Many epidemiological studies rely on a single-
item measure of typical sleep duration collected at a single time-point. 
Using the single-item assessment of “typical” sleep duration resulted in 
a statistically non-significant effect despite the large sample.

With respect to time-of-day effects, our findings were largely 
consistent with our hypotheses. The magnitude of performance 

scores enabled us to demonstrate a clear pattern of performance 
change over the 24-hr day. While performance in the group as a 
whole was highest in the morning and early afternoon, it gradually 
deteriorated in the late afternoon, and reached a nadir at about 

-
rent understanding of the biological regulators of sleep and arousal, 
known as process S, or the homeostatic process, and process C, 
the circadian process. While process S results in an increasing drive 
for sleep over the course of the day, it has been proposed that the 
circadian arousal signal strengthens over the course of the day and 
reaches its peak just prior to the dim-light melatonin onset in the eve-
ning, thus counteracting the homeostatic drive towards increased 
drowsiness and maintaining a steady level of alertness, and indirectly 
of cognitive functioning, until bedtime. Our data, in all but the young-
est participants, show that while performance remains high and fairly 
steady from morning until the late afternoon, performance begins to 
gradually and steadily deteriorate starting in the late afternoon and 

with the idea that circadian arousal mechanisms fully compensate for 
rising homeostatic pressures in the latter part of the day.

Notwithstanding the pronounced time-of-day pattern seen in 
the group as a whole, a striking contrast was revealed when break-
ing the sample down by 10-year age group. Fifteen to 24-year-olds 
demonstrate an increase in performance in the night hours that 
was not seen in any other age group. This youth effect contrasted 

who demonstrated the sharpest decline in performance at night. 
This finding is partly consistent with our understanding of circadian 
rhythm changes with development and aging: a circadian phase 
delay seems to emerge in adolescence and dissipates thereafter. On 
the other hand, while one might expect a relative maintenance of 
performance into the evening and night in adolescents and young 
adults, the improvement above daytime performance at late night is 
surprising, given that homeostatic forces resulting in deterioration 
over the day would be expected to counter circadian alerting signals 
as the day progresses.

Time-of-day effects and synchrony effects by chronotype. (a) Performance across time of day when grouped by chronotype. 
(b) Performance grouped by synchronous (playing during preferable time of day based on chronotype) and asynchronous (playing outside 
one's preferable time of day based on chronotype). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals, *p
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Although the age-related time-of-day effect might be thought 
to be related to circadian rhythm differences between the young-
est and oldest participants, the above data do not demonstrate the 
expected synchrony effect on performance across chronotypes. 
There were no clear differences in the time-of-day patterns for 
performance, and both evening and morning chronotypes clearly 
performed better in the morning. Furthermore, we did not detect 
a benefit for performance of incongruent (inhibitory) trials relative 
to congruent trials, contrasting with some research reporting a syn-
chrony effect for tests of executive inhibitory functioning (May, 
1999; Yoon & May, 1999).

Despite the absence of synchrony effects, our data clearly demon-
strated that time-of-day effects were accounted for by deterioration 
in performance for the more difficult incongruent (inhibitory) trials. 
Other research has indicated that tasks requiring greater executive 
control may be more vulnerable to time-of-day effects than simpler 
tasks (Schmidt et al., 2007), and these data are consistent with this.

While this dataset provides many valuable insights, it has limita-
tions. These data were not collected specifically for research, and 
the sample, despite its impressive magnitude, is not a representative 
sample of the population. Additionally, single-item, self-report items 
were utilized to assess sleep duration and subjective chronotype. 
While similar to those used in several epidemiological studies, they 
may insufficiently characterize the variable of interest. The chrono-
type variable, which assesses subjective daytime period of optimal 
productivity, rather than circadian preference per se, may be partic-
ularly limited in capturing subjective chronotype. It is possible that 
this limitation explains discrepancies between the chronotype and 
age effects, as one would expect the time-of-day effects for youth 
versus elderly would parallel the time-of-day effects of owls versus 
larks. Future studies would benefit from an improved measure of 
subjective chronotype.

Additionally, these analyses could not account for effects of 
building homeostatic sleep pressure (i.e. fatigue and drowsiness) 
on cognition, as the timing of the last sleep episode relative to the 
time of game play was not available. The available data also did 
not include information on naps, nor information about whether 
nighttime game plays occurred after an initial sleep period. We 
found it curious that the nadir in performance occurred earlier 
than what would be expected based on our knowledge of human 

-
sible that some individuals playing in the night after a period of 
sleep, even if brief, may have pulled the performance scores up 

noted that the IP address for plays subsequent to registration 
was not tracked. Therefore it is conceivable that time of play is 
incorrect where players may have registered using an IP address 
in a time-zone that differed from later game plays. Finally, infor-
mation on health and lifestyle, such as caffeine or substance use, 
that might affect sleep and/or cognition were also not available for 
these analyses. While access to such data would be highly advan-
tageous, plausible explanations for their significant contribution to 
unexpected findings are difficult to come by in this large sample.

In conclusion, these analyses demonstrate subtle but reliable 
and compelling findings about sleep duration and time-of-day ef-
fects on cognition, and ways in which age moderates these effects. 
In particular, adolescents and young adults have some advantages 
for maintaining cognitive performance in the late hours of the 
night. Further research is key for better understanding sleep and 
circadian factors impacting cognitive performance, and to under-
stand participant and task characteristics that contribute to these 
effects.
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*+,-.�+/0�1+2/03456�78�9+:;<6�=�>???@AB�C;,�020�/4,�D/0�,2E<�

4F�5:+G�CG�6:<<5�0;3+,24/�CG�+H<�H34;5�<FF<-,6�4/�5<3F43E+/-<>�

I.34/4,G5<�2/F43E+,24/�J+6�/4,�+9+2:+C:<�F43�,.26�0+,+6<,>�K6�

E;-.�+6�54662C:<B�F;,;3<�+/+:G6<6�6.4;:0�,+L<�2/,4�+--4;/,�,.<�

,2E2/H�4F�6:<<5B�,2E2/H�4F�,+6L�5<3F43E+/-<B�+/0�-.34/4,G5<�

J.</�<M+E2/2/H�6:<<5�0;3+,24/N-4H/2,24/�3<:+,24/6.256>

O.<�H3<+,�6,3</H,.�4F�,.<6<�D/02/H6�26�,.+,�,.<G�+3<�0<329<0�

F34E�+/�;/5+3+::<:<0�6+E5:<�62P<�+/0�3<53<6</,�+/�2E53<6629<�

3+/H<�4F�+H<6>�O.26�H</<3+,<6�,.<�6,+,26,2-+:�54J<3�,4�<M+EQ

2/<�,.<�3<:+,24/6.25�C<,J<</�-4H/2,29<�5<3F43E+/-<�+/0�6E+::�

-.+/H<6�2/�.+C2,;+:�6:<<5�0;3+,24/�+/0�20</,2FG�+�6E+::B�C;,�53<Q

-26<B�3<:+,24/6.25�C<,J<</�6:<<5�0;3+,24/�+/0�-4H/2,29<�5<3F43Q

E+/-<>�O.<�D/02/H�,.+,�5<+L�5<3F43E+/-<�-4/626,</,:G�4--;36�

+,�R�.�2/�+::�C;,�,.<�4:0<6,�,J4�+H<�H34;56�3+26<6�2/,32H;2/H�S;<6Q

,24/6�+C4;,�6:<<5�.4E<46,+626>�T6�R�.�4F�.+C2,;+:�6:<<5�0;3+,24/�

45,2E+:�F43�-4H/2,29<�3<-49<3G�+/0�F;/-,24/2/HU�O.26�5<+L�+,�

R�.�26�-4/626,</,�J2,.�3<-</,�6,;02<6�0<E4/6,3+,2/H�+�62E2:+3�

-;392:2/<+3�3<:+,24/6.25�C<,J<</�6:<<5�0;3+,24/�+/0�-4H/2,29<�

5<3F43E+/-<�2/�4:0<3�545;:+,24/6BVB@W�C;,�,.<�-4/620<3+,24/�4F�

2,6�2E5:2-+,24/6�F43�6:<<5�3<H;:+,24/�.+6�C<</�:2E2,<0�CG�,.<�

+66;E5,24/�,.+,�-4/F4;/02/H�F+-,436�6;-.�+6�E<02-+:�-4E43Q

C202,2<6�E;6,�<M5:+2/�,.<�0<-:2/<�2/�5<3F43E+/-<�J2,.�2/-3<+6Q

2/H�6:<<5�0;3+,24/>�X;,;3<�3<6<+3-.�E+G�C</<D,�F34E�<M+E2/2/H�

,.26�E43<�-:46<:G�2/�G4;/H�+/0�E200:<Q+H<0�6+E5:<6>

Y<-+;6<�,.26�26�+�-3466Q6<-,24/+:�6,;0GB�+�E+Z43�S;<6,24/�,.+,�

,.26�6,;0G�-+//4,�+/6J<3�26�J.+,�,.<�RQ.�6:<<5�0;3+,24/�F43�5<+L�

5<3F43E+/-<�2E5:2<6�F43�5<45:<�+,�+/�2/02920;+:�:<9<:>�[4<6�,.26�

E<+/�,.+,�+::�2/02920;+:6�J4;:0�C</<D,�CG�<M,</02/H�43�3<0;-Q

2/HB�2/�,.<�-+6<�4F�:4/H�6:<<5<36B�,.<23�6:<<5�0;3+,24/�,4�R�.U�O.26�

H4<6�+H+2/6,�,.<�<920</-<�,.+,�6:<<5�/<<0�9+32<6�+-3466�2/02920Q

;+:6B�+/0�,.<3<�26�/4�4/<Q62P<QD,6Q+::�F43�45,2E+:�6:<<5�0;3+,24/>�

\/�,.<�4,.<3�.+/0B�2,�E+G�C<�J43,.�</,<3,+2/2/H�,.<�54662C2:2,G�

,.+,�+�RQ.�6:<<5�/<<0�26�+�-433<:+,<B�43�E+3L<3B�4F�45,2E+:�6:<<5�

3<H;:+,43G�.<+:,.>�O.+,�26B�2,�26�54662C:<�,.+,�2/02920;+:6�J.4�

/<<0�+/0�+-.2<9<�R�.�.+C2,;+:�6:<<5�0;3+,24/�.+9<�,.<�C24:4H2-+:�

6;C6,3+,<�,4�45,2E2P<�,.<�5.G624:4H2-+:�3<-49<3G�F;/-,24/6�4F�

6:<<5B�2/-:;02/H�,.46<�3<:+,<0�,4�-4H/2,29<�F;/-,24/2/H>�1<-</,�

H</<,2-6�3<6<+3-.�.+6�20</,2D<0�H</<6�,.+,�.+9<�2/0<5</0</,�

<FF<-,6�4/�,.<�,2E2/H�+/0�0;3+,24/�4F�6:<<5B�C;,�J.2-.�E+G�.+9<�

-44302/+,<0�34:<6�J2,.�3<65<-,�,4�+-.2<92/H�,.<�5.G624:4H2-+:�

F;/-,24/6�4F�6:<<5>]̂B]_�O.<3<�E+G�C<�+�H</<,2-�E+L<Q;5B�,.</B�

,.+,�534E4,<6�45,2E+:�-4H/2,29<�F;/-,24/2/H�,.34;H.�2/0<5</0Q

</,�+/0�2/,<3+-,2/H�<FF<-,6�4/�-23-+02+/�3.G,.E2-2,GB�6:<<5�0;3+Q

,24/B�+/0�,.<�-4H/2,29<�3<-49<3G�F;/-,24/6�4F�6:<<5�+/0�,.+,�26�

3<̀<-,<0�2/�+�RQ.�6:<<5�0;3+,24/>�a4E<�3<6<+3-.<36�.+9<�+:64�

534546<0�,.+,�<FD-2</,�6:<<5�E+G�3<̀<-,�+/�+::Q+34;/0�/<;3+:�

<FD-2</-G�,.+,�E+G�C<�3<̀<-,<0�2/�-4H/2,29<�5<3F43E+/-<>]]�

X;,;3<�+/+:G6<6�;62/H�3<5<+,<0�E<+6;3<6�4F�6:<<5�+/0�-4H/2,29<�

5<3F43E+/-<B�J2,.�645.26,2-+,<0�+5534+-.<6�,4�-4/,34::2/H�F43�

53+-,2-<�<FF<-,6B�J2::�C<�-3;-2+:�2/�+003<662/H�,.<�2E5:2-+,24/6�

4F�,.<6<�D/02/H6�F43�;/0<36,+/02/H�,.<�3<:+,24/6.25�4F�+-;,<�+/0�

-.34/2-�6:<<5�0;3+,24/�J2,.�-4H/2,29<�F;/-,24/>

[<652,<�,.<�E+/G�6,3</H,.6�4F�,.26�0+,+6<,B�2,�26�2E543,+/,�

,4�+-L/4J:<0H<�6<9<3+:�:2E2,+,24/6>�[;<�,4�534,<-,24/6�,4�532Q

9+-G�F43�5+3,2-25+/,6�J.4�</H+H<0�2/�C3+2/�H+E<6B�F+-,436�6;-.�

+6�.<+:,.�6,+,;6�-4;:0�/4,�C<�-4/620<3<0�2/�,.<�53<6</,�+/+:GQ

6<6>�X;,;3<�3<6<+3-.�6.4;:0�,+L<�+09+/,+H<�4F�,.<�:+3H<Q6-+:<�

3<-3;2,E</,�54,</,2+:�+FF430<0�CG�,.<�2/,<3/<,�+/0�2/-:;0<�

0<E4H3+5.2-B�.<+:,.B�+/0�:2F<6,G:<�2/F43E+,24/�,4�E+M2E2P<�,.<�

+C2:2,G�,4�-4/,34:�F43�+�3+/H<�4F�F+-,436�,.+,�2E5+-,�-4H/2,29<�

5<3F43E+/-<>�b4/<,.<:<66B�2,�26�;/:2L<:G�,.+,�,.<�0<-:2/<�2/�5<3Q

F43E+/-<�J2,.�2/-3<+62/H�6:<<5�0;3+,24/�26�<M5:+2/<0�CG�.<+:,.�

F+-,436�+:4/<B�+6�.+6�C<</�6;HH<6,<0B�62E5:G�C<-+;6<�,.26�3<:+Q

,24/6.25�26�6,34/HB�2F�/4,�6,34/H<3B�2/�,.<�G4;/H<3�+H<�H34;56�

J.<3<�.<+:,.�534C:<E6�J4;:0�C<�<M5<-,<0�,4�C<�:4J<3�,.+/�2/�

4:0<3�+H<�H34;56>�K002,24/+::GB�4,.<3�3<543,6�,.+,�0<E4/6,3+,<0�

+�62E2:+3�3<:+,24/6.25�C<,J<</�2/-3<+62/H�6:<<5�0;3+,24/�+/0�

J436</2/H�-4H/2,29<�5<3F43E+/-<�-4/,34::<0�F43�64E<�4F�,.<6<�

F+-,436�7<>H>B�0<53<6624/�+/0�K:P.<2E<3c6�026<+6<A�+/0�6,2::�

F4;/0�62H/2D-+/,�3<6;:,6>VB@_�T,�26�54662C:<B�.4J<9<3B�,.+,�4:0<3�

C3+2/�H+E<�;6<36�E+G�C<�.<+:,.2<3�2/�E+/G�3<65<-,6�,.+/�,.<23�

/4/Q2/,<3/<,�;62/H�-4;/,<35+3,6>]d

K/�4C924;6�:2E2,+,24/�4F�,.<�0+,+�26�,.+,�2/F43E+,24/�4/�.+C2,Q

;+:�6:<<5�0;3+,24/�26�C+6<0�4/�+�4/<Q2,<E�6<:FQ3<543,�E<+6;3<>�

K:,.4;H.�,.26�26�/4,�20<+:B�62/H:<QS;<6,24/�+66<66E</,6�4F�6:<<5�

0;3+,24/�.+9<�C<</�;6<0�2/�E46,�<520<E24:4H2-�6,;02<6�4F�6:<<5�

+/0�.<+:,.�4;,-4E<6�+/0�E43<�4CZ<-,29<�E<+6;3<6�4F�6:<<5�+3<�

534.2C2,29<�4/�+�:+3H<�6-+:<>]eNd?�K::�,.<�6,;02<6�J<�-2,<�<M+E2/Q

2/H�,.<�6:<<5�0;3+,24/N-4H/2,29<�,+6L�5<3F43E+/-<�3<:+,24/6.25�

;6<�62/H:<QS;<6,24/�E<+6;3<6�4F�6:<<5�0;3+,24/B�+:,.4;H.�64E<�

6,;02<6�<M5:2-2,:G�2/-43543+,<�/+5�,2E<�2/,4�,.<�S;<6,24/�3<H+30Q

2/H�6:<<5�0;3+,24/B@?B@@�J.2:<�4,.<36�04�/4,>VBWB@̂B@_�K:,.4;H.�

/+5,2E<�26�+�F<+,;3<�,.+,�E+G�026,2/H;26.�6:<<5�5+,,<3/6�2/�,.<�

<:0<3:G�5<45:<�F34E�,.+,�2/�4,.<3�+H<�H34;56B�,.26�02FF<3</-<�

04<6�/4,�<M5:+2/�,.<�:4/H�6:<<5�0;3+,24/�<FF<-,6�4/�-4H/2,29<�

5<3F43E+/-<�2/�,.<�+C49<QE</,24/<0�6,;02<6�4/�<:0<3:G�5+3,2-2Q

5+/,6>�f45<F;::GB�F;,;3<�6,;02<6�J2::�C<�+C:<�,4�5+36<�,.<�34:<�4F�

/+56�4;,�F;3,.<3>�K002,24/+::GB�C<-+;6<�,<</6�+/0�G4;/H�+0;:,6�

E+G�C<�5+3,2-;:+3:G�534/<�,4�64-2+:�Z<,:+HB�J.2-.�26�E+3L<0�CG�

6.43,�J<<L0+G�6:<<5�0;3+,24/6�+--4E5+/2<0�J2,.�:4/H<3�J<<LQ

</0�g3<-49<3Gh�6:<<5B�2,�26�54662C:<�,.+,�,.<�G4;/H�5+3,2-25+/,6c�

6<:FQ3<543,<0�6:<<5�0;3+,24/�;/0<3<6,2E+,<6�+9<3+H<�6:<<5�0;3+Q

,24/>�a;-.�+/�;/0<3<6,2E+,<�-4;:0�+3,2D-2+::G�6.2F,�,.<�-;39<�,4�

,.<�:<F,�2/�G4;/H<3�+H<�H34;56>�i.</�54662C:<B�F;,;3<�6,;02<6�

6.4;:0�-4/620<3�J.<,.<3�6<:FQ3<543,<0�6:<<5�0;3+,24/�+/0�,+6L�

5<3F43E+/-<�2/F43E+,24/�J+6�4C,+2/<0�4/�J<<L0+G6�43�J<<LQ

</06�+/0j43�</6;3<�,.+,�<6,2E+,<6�2/-:;0<�+::�R�0+G6�4F�,.<�J<<L>

i2,.�3<65<-,�,4�,.<�E<+6;3<6�4F�-4H/2,29<�5<3F43E+/-<B�,.<�

k;E462,G�H+E<6�+3<�C+6<0�4/�6,+/0+302P<0�-4H/2,29<�,<6,6�

7a5<<0�*+,-.�+/0�*<E43G�*+,32MA�+/0�C+62-�+32,.E<,2-�

71+2/03456A>�O.<G�+3<�+:64�0<62H/<0�,4�C<�926;+::G�+55<+:2/H�

+/0�</H+H2/H�,4�+/�2/,<3/<,�+;02</-<>�i.2:<�2,�J4;:0�C<�53<F<3Q

+C:<�,4�;6<�,+6L6�,.+,�.+9<�C<</�9+:20+,<0�+H+2/6,�6,+/0+302P<0�

E<+6;3<6�4F�534-<662/H�65<<0B�J43L2/H�E<E43GB�926;465+,2+:�

E<E43GB�+/0�+32,.E<,2-�6L2::B�,.<�6-2</,2D-�3<6<+3-.�0<E4/Q

6,3+,<6�,.+,�lQC+-L�,<6,6�+/0�H320QC+6<0�926;465+,2+:�E<E43G�

,+6L6�+3<�F3<S;</,:G�E402D<0�+-3466�6,;02<6�C;,�,.+,�,.<G�H</Q

<3+::G�F;/-,24/�-4/626,</,:G�2/�+66<662/H�,.<�E+2/�04E+2/6�

4F�2/,<3<6,>�X;3,.<3E43<B�,.<�H+E<�6-43<6�9+3G�+6�J4;:0�C<�

<M5<-,<0�+6�+�F;/-,24/�4F�<0;-+,24/�+/0�+H<B�,.<�:+3H<6,�53<Q

02-,436�4F�-4H/2,29<�5<3F43E+/-<B�J.2-.�2/-3<+6<6�4;3�-4/DQ

0</-<�2/�,.<�3<:2+C2:2,G�4F�4;3�D/02/H6>�i.2:<�,.<�6-43<6�+3<�

H</<3+,<0�;62/H�+/�+:H432,.E�3<6;:,2/H�2/�+�/4/:2/<+3�2/-3<+6<�

2/�6-43<�J2,.�.2H.<3�5<3F43E+/-<B�4;3�D/02/H6�J<3<�-4/626,</,�

J2,.�D/02/H6�53<924;6:G�3<543,<0�F43�+�62E2:+3�0+,+6<,�;62/H�

62E5:<3�4;,-4E<6�6;-.�+6�/;EC<3�-433<-,�43�E<E43G�,.3<6.Q

4:06>@W�i<�-.46<�,.<�49<3+::�6-43<�+6�,.<�4;,-4E<�C<-+;6<�4F�2,6�

-4/626,</-G�J2,.�53<924;6:G�3<543,<0�D/02/H6�+/0�C<-+;6<�2,�

mnopqnrsts�uvnw�xyyz{|}}r~rstw�~�n�z�~nw}{qttz}rvy�~qt�r�{yvr~y}��}�}�{o���}�������
����p���nu��rq�u����rp��vrp~�{~n��{tv
np�����r������
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*+,+-./�0�12*+�342504�1+0/6*+�27�8+*72*109-+�+9-2180//:93�

52.;�/8++<�09<�0--6*0-=�27�8+*72*109-+>�?:9044=@�5+-06/+�8+*A

72*109-+�29�044�.;+/+�.0/B/�*+C6:*+/�.;+�05:4:.=�.2�109:8640.+�

0�-2186.+*�B+=520*<@�:.�:/�:182*.09.�.2�-29/:<+*�.;+�<+3*++�

.2�D;:-;�8+*72*109-+�*+,+-./�12.2*�/8++<�09<�-22*<:90.:29@�

044�70-.2*/�D;:-;�0*+�B92D9�.2�<+-4:9+�D:.;�03+>EF�G+30*<4+//@�

.;+�:180-.�27�/4++8�29�.;+/+�769-.:29/�D264<�04/2�5+�+H:A

<+9-+�27�/4++8I/�+77+-.�29�9+6*04�769-.:29@�045+:.�27�0�<:77+*A

+9.�.=8+>�J<<:.:29044=@�:.�10=�5+�:182*.09.�.2�92.+�.;0.�.;+/+�

.0/B/�-09�5+�-29/:<+*+<�.2�5+�1:4<�KL8++<�M0.-;�09<�M+12*=�

M0.*:NO�.2�12<+*0.+�KG0:9<*28/O�:9�-2184+N:.=�09<�.;0.�.;+�

/4++8�<6*0.:29P8+*72*109-+�*+40.:29/;:8/�10=�;0H+�5+;0H+<�

<:77+*+9.4=�D:.;�12*+�-2184+N�.0/B/>�Q.�D:44�5+�:182*.09.�72*�

76.6*+�*+/+0*-;�.2�<+.+*1:9+�D;+.;+*�.0/B�-2184+N:.=�12<+*A

0.+/�/4++8�<6*0.:29P8+*72*109-+�*+40.:29/;:8/�09<�.;+�:180-.�

27�03+�29�.;+/+�*+40.:29/;:8/>�?:9044=@�D;:4+�+4<+*4=�:9<:H:<6A

04/�0*+�:9-*+0/:934=�/0HH=�D:.;�.;+�6/+�27�-2186.+*/�09<�.;+�

:9.+*9+.@�:.�:/�82//:54+�.;0.�<+-*+0/+<�/B:44�09<�+N8+*:+9-+�D:.;�

-2186.+*/@�09<�-2186.+*A�09<�:9.+*9+.A50/+<�.0/B/@�*+/64.+<�

:9�09�0*.:R-:04�<2D9D0*<�/;:7.�:9�-239:.:H+�8+*72*109-+�D:.;�

:9-*+0/:93�03+>�S;:4+�H+*=�82//:54+@�.;:/�D264<�92.�-*+0.+�0�

/;:7.�:9�8+0B�-239:.:H+�8+*72*109-+�*+40.:H+�.2�*+82*.+<�/4++8�

<6*0.:29>

Q9�-29-46/:29@�26*�R9<:93/�:9<:-0.+�0�/65.4+�56.�*+4:054+�

:9H+*.+<�6A/;08+<�*+40.:29/;:8�5+.D++9�/+47A*+82*.+<�;05:.604�

/4++8�<6*0.:29�09<�-239:.:H+�8+*72*109-+�:9�0�40*3+�/0184+�27�

:9.+*9+.�5*0:9�301+�6/+*/>�T;+/+�R9<:93/�/;:7.�.;+�72-6/�27�.;+�

*24+�27�/4++8�<6*0.:29�:9�8*+<:-.:93�8+*72*109-+�7*21�24<+*�.2�

=2693+*�03+�3*268/>�U:H+9�.;+�-6**+9.�-29-+*9/�0526.�/4++8�

<6*0.:29�:9�=2693+*�8+284+@�76*.;+*�*+/+0*-;�:/�-*6-:04�.2�5+..+*�
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